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15+ Ways You Can Create 

Income With Services

Introduction:

Thank you for reading this short report on 15+ ways you can create 

income with services.

I think it's a very important report to make.

Every day (or so it seems), I get an email from another one of my 

thousands of customers, asking me how they can create quick income.

Sometimes they need it for an emergency. Sometimes it's surprise 

hospital bills, or a car breaking down, or some unexpected bill that 

came in the mail.

Sometimes someone is just dying to quit their job, and they want to 

know the fastest way to do it.

Whatever it is, I always give them the same answer:
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Go with services.

Services are just the absolute FASTEST way to create income. Period.

There are always people who have more money than time, and they 

would LOVE to hire you.

And the things you can do for them are EASY (even if you're new to 

internet marketing).

In fact... the things you do might be so easy, that you might almost feel 

bad taking money for how little work you did.

So remember: at the end of the day, if someone is paying you - it's 

THEIR choice. You're not holding a gun to their head, and you're 

offering them a real value that they feel good about paying. If they 

didn't, they wouldn't pay it. :)

So this report is 15+ different services that you can start working on, 

starting today, that will really help people and provide YOU with 

income.

And remember... this is just a small example. This isn't a comprehensive 

list... because THERE IS A TON OF OPPORTUNITY OUT THERE!

To inspire you, let's start off with a quick story I posted on Facebook:
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Now let's get onto the list:

Services:

#1: Copywriting.

I got started by doing professional copywriting, and it was an 

AWESOME way to get started.

I started my sales letter writing at $1k a letter (because I already had 

some experience), and quickly worked up to $5k/letter.

In a market that you're familiar with, you can write a sales letter in 2 

hours or less.
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It doesn't matter if you're not a good writer yet. In fact, that can be 

BETTER in some circumstances. The best sales letters are ones that are 

written to a 3rd grader level. This isn't because people out there are 

uneducated... but sales letters should be easy to read, conversational, 

and easily skim-able. Some of the better writers think too much and put 

way too many "50 cent words" in their letters. ;)

And if you ARE a good writer, you may already have a natural 

inclination to do this. It is a LOT of fun. Just make sure not too think too 

much. :)

#2: Sell Websites.

There are many offline businesses who would LOVE to have websites 

created.

Many of these companies are charged $2k (or WAY MORE) from 

companies to do this... and you could click a button in Fantastico and 

get a Wordpress site up within seconds.

Then you just do a search in Wordpress for themes, find a good one, 

and boom - website created.

If you sell websites to people in the same industry, then you can find 

one theme you like,  and just use WP Twin and just drag and drop the 

same theme over and over again. Even EASIER.

You might want to include filling up the website with content for the 

business as an extra upsell, or just leave them a training video on how 

to fill out the site on their own.

#3: Write blog posts for companies.
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If you're a good writer, you can get paid $50 - $250 a blog post.

I just did a quick search on eLance and found this immediately:
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#4: Find people who need services on job sites and hire them out for 

$5 on Fiverr.com.

I just went on Oodle.com and saw this:

Then I went on Fiverr.com and saw this post - it is from a TEAM of 
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people who will write a press release for you, and even submit it to 3 

sites. They have 1172 positive reviews and they charge $5.

#5: Provide virtual assistant services.

Are you great at customer support?

Good with basic research, filing, etc?

You can earn $10+/hour providing entry level virtual assistance services 

to people.

Once you get even better, you can raise your prices more and more.

This looks like less money upfront than some of the other services I 

mention, but it's also more consistent income - so it depends on what 

your pleasure is.

#6:  Back up Wordpress sites.

I know of people who solely go through and offer security check ups for 

WP Sites.

If you don't know how to do this, WP Lockdown will teach you pretty 

much everything you need to know.

#7: Translate content.

If you know another language, you can get paid really good money by 

translating content into other languages.

I know, from looking for translators myself, that some people charge a 

LOT of money - like $2k per 100 pages - to translate into Spanish alone.
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#8:  Create videos.

If you can create videos, you can make some really good income.

I just ran a very quick search on elance and found this:

#9: Provide book ranking services.

I've had thousands upon thousands of sales for PageOneProfits.com - a 

book all about how to get higher Amazon rankings for your books.
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That means there are a LOT of people out there who would love this.

If you offer a service where you will do this FOR people, I am positive 

you'll find buyers.

#10: Do bookkeeping/finance management.

If you're good with numbers, offer a financial service.

I know I pay my finance managers $1600/month - and I'm not their only 

client! (In fact -- they have over 10 clients).

They pay my bills for me, give me a Weekly Finance report, take care of 

collecting w9's for affiliates, handle refunds, and take care of billing 

issues for me.

#11: Proofread.

I have people emailing me a lot to request editors/proofreaders.

If you have an eye for proofreading, this is something you can offer as a 

service.

#12: Do voiceover work.

You can find clients on ACX.com, Voices.com, and Voice123.com.

I've personally hired people from ACX and Voice123, so I know people 

use the sites. :)

#13: Do graphic design.

There is a LOT of money in graphic design.
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When I first started online, I met a guy charging $10k+ per graphic 

design gig he got.

#14: Draw illustrations.

You can draw cartoons for people, make hand drawn infographics, or 

make images for peoples' sales letters.

Illustrations add a really nice touch to peoples' sites, and if you can 

explain how the hand drawn images create more engagement to 

prospective customers, you'll make great sales.

I sold this site, but back in 2008 or so, I paid at LEAST $250 for the 

graphics on there.... probably way more.

#15: Sell traffic services.

If you're great at getting traffic to websites, SELL YOUR SERVICES. 

People will buy this in droves!

#16: Create apps.

You can do extremely well by providing app services to offline 

businesses.

You can use a drag-and-drop app builder and charge $500+ per app.

#17: Provide coaching.

Coaching can be very lucrative.

If you have a skill others would like, then by all means, coach!
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You also can just help people with accountability, giving them daily 

emails or calls to help people stay on track.

#18: Help people get publicity.

You can have a service where you help people get into major websites 

or magazines.

It can be as easy as scouting HARO every day, sending press releases 

(that you outsource from Fiverr!), and writing to websites.

#19: Do transcription work.

I've heard of people paying $100+ per audio hour of transcription - 

easily.

And if you can provide fast turnaround, you can charge a premium.
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Remember:

These are just SOME services.

In fact, they're the first 19 I came up with off the top of my head.

You can also ask people what they'd love to pay for, and work around 

that.

Opportunity is ENDLESS... you just need to be willing to hustle. :)

And if you're interested in working with me to create your first $1k this 

month, check out this page - I'll help be your cheerleader, get you into 

HUSTLE mode, and work with you to get some cash created!

:)

Woohoo!

With love,

Rachel Rofé

http://www.Facebook.com/RachelRofe
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Want more? Here are some of my products.

101 Ways To Get Offline Clients – How to get more offline clients, 

easily.

Page One Profits – How to get Kindle books to the top of Amazon’s 

search rankings.

Kinstant Formatter – Get your ebooks converted to Kindle-ready format 

in less than 60 seconds. Without using this, I can guarantee you’ll get 

negative reviews on your Amazon pages. (I unfortunately know this 

from experience. Amazon does NOT make formatting easy!)

Hands Off Books – How to create books without writing a word 

yourself.

Rolling In Reviews – If you want sales, you’ll need reviews. This shows 

you exactly how to get them.

Presto! Publicity – This course explains how I’ve been able to get flown 

to L.A. to become a cover story on Woman’s World, get featured in 

Entrpreneur and Fox News, and much more.

Time Management Tricks – This course gives you some of my absolute 

best time management tips to make sure you get things done on a daily 

basis.

Never Have A Bad Day Again – The name describes this pretty well, and 

this course has my heart.
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